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After an analysis, Lin Ziming believed that Ouyang Xuehai still concealed
something from him.
Just when Lin Ziming wanted to speak, suddenly, the door of the study was
violently pushed open, and a graceful figure broke in, accompanied by an
angry voice, “I can’t marry him!”
Lin Ziming was not surprised by this woman’s intrusion, he had heard the
other’s footsteps a long time ago.
He looked back and saw a tall, beautiful, and fair-skinned big beauty. She
looked very young, she was ten years old, and she was probably still a
college student. Needless to say, this beauty is Ouyang Yanran, the daughter
of Ouyang Xuehai.
Ouyang Feng immediately frowned, and said displeased: “Ouyang Yanran,
who let you in, let me get out!”
Ouyang Yanran didn’t go out, but instead walked in in strides, giving Lin
Ziming a cold look, and then solemnly said to Ouyang Feng and Ouyang
Xuehai: “Grandpa, Dad, I’m still in college now, and I There is also a
boyfriend, it is impossible to marry him! You will die of your heart!”
Ouyang Xuehai was angry. He had just talked to Lin Ziming well, and
bragged that as long as Lin Ziming nodded, the marriage could be facilitated.
As a result, Ouyang Yanran appeared immediately and slapped him in the
face. Thick can’t hold it anymore.
“Presumptuous!” Ouyang Xuehai took the table and stood up and scolded:
“Parents, the matchmaker’s words, where is your turn to call the shots of
your marriage! Besides, your shit boyfriend is worse than Ziming. Ten
thousand times, you are about to break up with him, otherwise I can’t spare
him!”
Even if Ouyang Xuehai is very elegant in front of Lin Ziming, he can’t be
underestimated now that he has launched a fire, especially scary.
Ouyang Yanran’s face was cold. She didn’t have too much fear. She was a
very serious person. She boldly looked at Ouyang Xuehai and said, “It’s the
21st century now. Do you still come here? It’s impossible for me to break up
with him, let alone marry this person!”
After speaking, she turned and left without waiting for Ouyang Xuehai and
Ouyang Feng to agree, highlighting a cold and arrogant and stubborn, and
would not easily change her attitude.
After Ouyang Yanran left, the study was a little embarrassed, and both
Ouyang Feng and Ouyang Xuehai were a little embarrassed.
Lin Ziming is very good at life. He took the initiative to break the silence
and said with a smile: “Grandpa Ouyang, Uncle Ouyang, there is still
something to deal with at our company. If there is anything, I will leave
first.”
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Ouyang Feng said: “Ziming, I just showed you a joke. My granddaughter
has been stubborn since I was a child, and has a very good temperament.”
“In fact, Sister Ouyang is right. It’s the 21st century. Marriage is free. Since
Sister Ouyang already has a boyfriend, we really shouldn’t force her to do
things that she doesn’t like.” Lin Ziming said.
Ouyang Xuehai said: “That’s not what it says. No matter when, parents are
for the good of their children before arranging marriages for their
children…Forget it, let’s not talk about it, Ziming since you have something
to deal with, Then we won’t delay you, come and sit when we have time.”
“Ok.”
Lin Ziming and Chou Ye left Ouyang’s house. On the way, Chou Ye said,
“Master, in fact, you shouldn’t refuse the marriage of Ouyang Feng and his
son just now. Marrying Ouyang Yanran will be of great benefit to you.”
“You are so embarrassed to tell me this, I still don’t have to settle accounts
with you, this marriage, you have a’credit’ in it!” Lin Ziming said coldly.
The Ugly Lord didn’t deny it, and said, “It’s also the meaning of Master
Nishang.”
Is this another woman called Nishang? Lin Ziming frowned, and said, “She
is too wide in control.”
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